
ICE BREAKER: 

If you had to choose to run a 5K, 10K, Half-Marathon, Full-Marathon, or Triathlon, what would you do and 

why? 

 

Discussion Questions for weeks of April 17, 2019 
 

BIG IDEA:  

In the book of 2 Timothy, Paul speaks to a younger friend about the 

great adventure of spiritual leadership and the theme is “it’s your 
turn now.”  Paul spends four short, powerful chapters passing the 

baton and giving Timothy tips and pointers at how to maximize the 

experience of spiritual leadership.  If you’re ready to take your turn 

at the exciting, fun, and rewarding endeavor of spiritual leadership, 
2 Timothy is the book for you! 

 

In chapter 2, Paul talks about being strengthened by the grace of 

Jesus, teaching others about what he had entrusted to Timothy, 
and he encouraged Timothy to be aware of his time to not get 

caught up in civilian pursuits. With all that being said, will you do 

what it takes to step up and lead? It’s your turn now. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

DISCUSSION:   
1. Read 2 Timothy 2:1-4 together! What was one point you took away from this passage and how can you apply it 

to your life? 

 

2. What are some of the ways we can train ourselves as spiritual leaders? Explain. What does that look like daily 
in your life? 

 

3. Are you taking opportunities to share, tell, and teach others about Christ? Share how these opportunities came 

to you.  
 

4. Are you trained to share the gospel with someone? Are you trained help someone who is going through a tough 

time? Prove it! Share the gospel with the group and share how you would encourage a friend going through a 

trial.  
 

5. Where/How do you spend your time during the week? Is your time more about yourself or about others? 

 

6. What are some of the small, worldly things (civilian pursuits) that you have gotten caught up in this year?  
 

7. Which of the three T’s (Train, Teach, or Time) do we need to focus on sharpening the most this week?  

 

APPLICATION:  
 

8. This week, I want to challenge you to ask yourself: "What do you think it means to be a faithful follower of 

Christ? Am I faithfully following Christ by leading by a godly example?" And then start training hard. 

 
Remember Sean's challenge to take "My Turn Now" and send him an email if you are willing to take your turn 

following Paul's example. (wake@watermark.org) ITS NOT TOO LATE! 

 

 
  

 

 

 

MEMORY VERSE   2 TIMOTHY 1:8 
8 So do not be ashamed of the testimony about our Lord or of me his prisoner. Rather, join with 

me in suffering for the gospel, by the power of God. 

 


